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W
ith the rapid development

of recording and storage

devices, as well as the signif-

icant improvement of trans-

mission and compression techniques, the

amount of multimedia data (for example,

image, video, and audio) on the Web is increas-

ing and the video- and image-sharing sites are

becoming more and more popular. There are

hundreds of millions of videos on YouTube,

Tudou, and Youku. Flickr hosts more than

five billion images and Facebook users have

uploaded more than 50 billion photos. Many

people search and view images and videos on

the Web every day. YouTube, for example,

serves more than one billion videos every day.

As a consequence, efficient and effective multi-

media search tools are essential for Web

surfing.

There are usually two ways to perform mul-

timedia search: content-based and text-based.

In content-based retrieval, which has been

used extensively in the past two decades, a

user provides example images or video clips

and then similar images and videos are

returned by querying a visual-representation

index in a large-scale database. The content-

based method suffers from three disadvantages.

The first disadvantage is the well-known se-

mantic gap between low-level visual features

and high-level semantic concepts, leading to ir-

relevant images returned. The second disadvan-

tage is the redundancy of the search result.

Content-based image and video retrieval

(CBIVR) usually ranks images according to

their visual similarities with regard to the

query examples. As a consequence, many

images that vary slightly from the examples

are returned as the top results. Although these

near-duplicate images are relevant, they pro-

vide insufficient information for users. The

third disadvantage is the neglect of user experi-

ences. Example images and video clips essen-

tially required by CBIVR might be unavailable

for most users.

Furthermore, with one or few examples, a

user’s search intention cannot be clearly

expressed. If the user provides an example

image with a horse on grassland, what does

the user indeed want? It could be horse images

with various backgrounds, any animal (for ex-

ample, a goat, a cow, or a lion) on grassland,

or something else altogether. Additionally, it

could be difficult or even impossible for users

to find proper examples to express complex

intentions. Searching with textual queries is

more natural for users, and it leads to another

important search style, that is, text-based multi-

media search.

Text-based multimedia search completely

relies on indexing the associated textual infor-

mation of images, such as image tags, webpage

filenames, and surrounding text. With textual

information, well-understood search tech-

niques can be applied directly to image and

video search. Text-based multimedia search is

efficient and has been widely used in practical

applications. Most image and video search

engines, such as Google and Bing, are built

around this method. Although text-based multi-

media search has the aforementioned advan-

tages, it also suffers from several drawbacks.

The first is the mismatching between the

images and videos and their associated textual

descriptions. The second disadvantage is that

the textual representation could be ambiguous

because of the influence of polysemy and syn-

onymy. Third, textual information is insuffi-

cient to distinguish images of different

relevance, which means that some slightly rele-

vant samples will be returned as the results.

To address the problems existing in current

multimedia search, visual reranking has be-

come a popular method in recent years. Visual

reranking is an integrated framework (see

Figure 1) that aims to obtain effective retrieval

results efficiently. It leverages the advantages

of content-based and text-based retrieval.
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In particular, text-based retrieval is first per-

formed to return a rough result efficiently and

then efforts are conducted to reorder the sam-

ples in the small set to rank the most relevant

samples as the top ones for obtaining better

search performance. In addition to reordering

the image search result generated from text-

based search, visual reranking can reorder the

initial results derived from the search with

other modalities, such as visual, audio, and lo-

cation information. This article offers a compre-

hensive survey of recent literature in this area.

Reranking objectives
In multimedia search, the common objec-

tive of reranking is to obtain satisfactory search

results for providing good search experiences for

users. A good search result should return the sam-

ples that are relevant and cover a wide range of

topics at the same time. That is, the results should

be relevant and diverse. According to this point,

existing reranking methods can be classified

into two categories, relevance-based reranking

and diversified reranking (see Figure 2). In

relevance-based reranking, higher rank is assigned

to more relevant samples without considering

diversity. In diversified reranking, the goal is

to maximize the result’s coverage.

Relevance-based reranking

In the early years of visual reranking, most

work focused on improving the quality of
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Figure 1. An illustration of a visual reranking framework. First, the text-based search returns the images

and video shots releated to the query ‘‘panda’’ from text cue efficiently. Then a visual reranking process is

applied to refine the search results by mining visual information. By doing so, more satifactory results are

obtained.

Figure 2. An illustration of the difference between relevance-based reranking and diversified reranking using the query ‘‘van Gogh.’’

In (a), (b), and (c), the top-nine images generated by text-based search, relevance-based reranking, and ideal diversified reranking

are given. Both the text-based search result and relevance-based reranking result generate near-duplicate results: the two ‘‘starry

night’’ paintings in (a) and the two ‘‘sunflower’’ paintings in (b). A disired perfect diversified reranking result, shown in (c), returns

the pantings of van Gogh without duplication.

Reranked result
Text-based image

search result
Text query:

“panda”
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search results from the relevance aspect, that

is, boosting the rank of relevant samples.1-4

There are two commonly used assumptions

in relevance-based reranking, visual consis-

tency and ranking consistency. The visual-

consistency assumption denotes that visually

similar samples are likely to have similar rele-

vance scores and therefore should be adjacently

ranked. The ranking-consistency assumption

refers to text-based search results, though

noisy, reflecting the information obtained

from textual cues, and thus should be approxi-

mately preserved. Furthermore, top-ranked

results returned by initial text-based search are

usually more relevant than bottom-ranked

results. By leveraging this property, several meth-

ods can perform visual reranking via pseudo-

relevance feedback.

For relevance measurement, many criteria

have been proposed, such as precision, recall,

noninterpolated average precision (AP), and

normalized discounted cumulated gain (NDCG).

The most popular criteria in relevance-based

reranking are AP and NDCG. AP averages the

precision values obtained when each relevant

sample occurs. The AP of top-k ranked sample

AP@k is defined in Equation 1,

AP@k ¼ 1

Zk

Xk

i¼1

pðiÞ � relðiÞ½ � ð1Þ

where p(i) is the precision at rank i and rel(i) is

the binary function on the relevance of the

i-th ranked sample with ‘‘1’’ for relevant and

‘‘0’’ for irrelevant. The Zk is a normalization

constant that is chosen to guarantee

AP@k ¼ 1 for a perfect ranking result. Specifi-

cally, Zk ¼ k if k < n, else Zk ¼ n, where n is

the total number of relevance samples. Here,

the perfect ranking result is derived by order-

ing images according to their ground-truth

relevance labels. In other words, all relevant

images are ranked before irrelevant images.

AP is a good measure for the samples labeled

with two relevant levels (relevant and irrele-

vant). However, when the samples have more

than two relevant levels (for example, some

datasets are labeled with three relevant levels:

highly relevant, relevant, and irrelevant), AP

cannot be adopted anymore. In this situation,

NDCG is widely used in information retrieval

to measure the performance when there are

more than two relevance levels. For a given

query, the NDCG score at rank k in the ranking

list l is calculated as

NDCG@k ¼ 1

Zk

Xk

i¼1

ð2ti � 1Þ= logð1þ iÞ

where ti is the relevant degree of the i-th image

in l and Zk is a normalization constant, which

is chosen to guarantee that the perfect rank-

ing’s NDCG@k ¼ 1.

The objective of relevance-based reranking is

to maximize the relevance of the returned

images through reordering. However, since

maximizing the relevance of each item in the

list is the only objective and each image’s rele-

vance is considered independently, the result-

ing ranking result tends to return a large

number of redundant images that convey re-

petitive information. For example, duplicate,

near duplicate, and visually similar images

tend to be placed at the top of the list. A rank-

ing list with duplicate or near-duplicate images,

although achieving high relevance, provides

little information to users.

Diversified reranking

Because most of relevance-based reranking

methods rely on visual consistency to perform

reranking, visually similar images are often

ranked nearby. Near-duplicate images present

less information to users, especially in response

to queries that are ambiguous, such as ‘‘apple.’’

Many researchers have found that users are not

very clear on what they want when performing

such searches. Thus, a diverse result covering

rich topics may meet the various needs of

users more effectively and could help them

reach their search targets more quickly.

Because search results with rich topic cover-

age are preferred by users, another genre of

reranking, that is, diversified reranking, has

been proposed. This method generates a diverse

search result by postprocessing the initial text-

based retrieval result. Figure 2 shows the top

nine images generated by text-based search,

relevance-based reranking, and ideal-diversified

reranking. In Figure 2b, near-duplicate images

(two ‘‘sunflower’’ paintings) are generated

by relevance-based reranking methods, while

Figure 2c shows a diversified reranking result.

Recently, more emphases has been put on

this new kind of reranking method. Diversified

reranking maximizes both the number of rele-

vant images and the number of relevant
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image clusters represented within the top-k

results. In one study,5 the diversity of image

search results is achieved by building a retrieval

model that relies on the image’s associated tex-

tual features, such as the tag, title, and descrip-

tion. In another study,6 the images are first

clustered via various clustering algorithms and

then the desired diverse result is formed by

picking up one representative image from

each cluster.

Evaluation measures used in relevance-based

reranking cannot be used in diversified rerank-

ing, so specific evaluation measures must be

developed to measure the performance of

diversified reranking. These measures should

take both relevance and diversity into consider-

ation. One commonly used measure in diversi-

fied reranking is based on cluster recall and

precision at a fixed rank of k, that is, CR@k

and p@k. The cluster recall measured at rank k

is defined as

CR@k ¼ clustersðkÞ
tc

where clusters(k) is the number of clusters cov-

ered by the top-k ranked images and tc is the

total number of clusters for the particular

query. The CR corresponds to the S-recall pro-

posed in text retrieval.7 The final measure is

defined as the F-score, that is, the harmonic

mean of precision p and CR,

f ¼ 2P � CR

P þ CR

This measure uses CR to measure diversity and

precision to measure relevance. However, the

images in search results are often in hierarchi-

cal structure and CR treats each cluster

equally. Generally, covering a more popular

or important topic or cluster is preferable to

covering a rare topic. Therefore, it’s reasonable

to take topic or cluster importance into con-

sideration when measuring performance.

User studies are the most direct way to mea-

sure satisfaction with the diversified reranking

results. However, it’s time-consuming and

requires too much human effort.

Reranking features
According to the features used, visual

reranking methods can be categorized into

three groups: textual, high-level visual, and

low-level visual.

Textual features

Although most reranking methods reorder

the initial text search result by introducing vi-

sual information, there are several research

projects that reorder the initial text search re-

sult by further exploiting the textural feature.

W.-H. Lin et al.8 used the HTML documents

associated with the images returned from the

text-based image search engine to build rele-

vance models. By exploiting the global infor-

mation of the documents, the images are

reordered according to the probability esti-

mated by the refined relevance model. The

diversified reranking method proposed in an-

other project5 also used the textual information

associated with the images, such as tags, titles,

and descriptions, to build language models to

generate diverse results.

The textual-feature reranking methods trans-

late visual reranking to conventional textual

search reranking and then leverage the tech-

niques already developed in that domain. The

drawback of this approach is that essential vi-

sual features are neglected. As a consequence,

the problems encountered in initial text-based

search still exist. To overcome this drawback,

many reranking methods rely on other modal-

ity features, such as visual features, to boost

search results by introducing complementary

information.

High-level visual features

Of the high-level visual features methods,

such as concept detection, annotation, facial

detection, and anchor detection, the most fre-

quently used is concept detection. There are

usually three main steps in concept-detection

reranking. First, by analyzing textual queries,

several query-related concepts are selected

from a predefined concept set. Then, by using

trained concept detectors, the concept detec-

tion scores of the query-related concepts for

each image are obtained. Finally, reranking is

conducted by using the obtained concept-

detection scores via several methods, such as

ListNet.9 For the predefined concept set in the

first step, the Large Scale Concept Ontology

for Multimedia provides a set of concept detec-

tors for 449 concepts. Most of the concept-

detection reranking methods rely on this

concept set.9

For reranking in concept space, the key prob-

lem is to determine the query-related concepts,

that is, the query expansion. Natsev et al.10
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reviewed query expansion for visual reranking,

categorizing the query-expansion methods into

two classes: text based and visual concept

based. In each class, the methods are further div-

ided into language-specific lexical approaches,

corpus-specific statistical approaches, and

query-specific statistical approaches. Details

can be found elsewhere.10 High-level visual-

feature reranking methods achieve good per-

formance for specific queries, such as facial de-

tection for person-related queries. On the

other hand, these methods are limited to

these small-amount queries.

Low-level visual features

Although high-level visual features can

boost the reranking performance to some ex-

tent, both the scalability and accuracy are still

far from satisfactory for large-scale practical

use. To avoid accumulating the errors intro-

duced in concept detection, most reranking

methods are directly conducted in the low-

level visual feature space. The most frequently

used low-level visual feature includes local fea-

tures (for example, scale-invariant transform),

and global features (for example, color mo-

ment, Wavelet texture, and edge-direction

histogram).

Global features characterize the content of

images by regarding each image as a whole.

Commonly used global features in reranking

include the color (for example, color moments),

the edge (for example, edge-direction histo-

gram), and the texture (for example, wavelet

texture). Different features describe images

from different aspects and they are comple-

mentary with each other. Therefore, they are

often fused to achieve better performance.

There are usually two ways to fuse multimodal

global features. One is early fusion in which the

multimodal features are concatenated into one

feature vector. Then this long feature vector is

used for reranking. For example, Tian et al. rep-

resented images with 428D global visual fea-

tures consisting of 225D color moment, 128D

wavelet texture, and 75D edge distribution.11

Leuken et al. alternatively proposed to use dy-

namic feature-weighting to measure the visual

similarity from six visual features, including

color, shape, and texture.6 In this method, the

images are clustered according to the obtained

multimodality similarities. The other method

is later fusion in which reranking is first per-

formed by considering each single feature

independently. Afterwards, all reranking results

derived with single features are fused to get the

final reranking.10,12

Local features describe images by consider-

ing them as a collection of local patches. A pop-

ular local feature is the bag-of-visual-words

representation. A set of local descriptors are

first extracted from the images. Then a code-

book is generated by clustering all the local

descriptors. Each entry in the codebook, each

so-called visual word, corresponds to the center

of each cluster. Finally, by quantizing the local

descriptors in image Ii into visual words, Ii can

be represented as a vector based on term fre-

quency. Jing and Baluja used scale-invariant

transforms to measure the visual similarity to

construct a graph for reranking.2 Yao et al. rep-

resented images as a histogram consistent with

the bag-of-visual-words method, and then cal-

culated the visual similarity between images

according to the cosine distance between their

corresponding histograms.3 Hsiao and Chen

adopted the bag-of-visual-words method for

image representation and then used a language

model to rank images.13

Global features and local features character-

ize the visual content of the images from differ-

ent aspects and complement each other. More

effective features can be derived by combining

the local and global features to possess the

advantages of both. Textual, high-level visual,

and low-level visual features show their

strength in different ways. Richter et al. pro-

posed to model the similarity between images

from multimodal cues,14 specifically measuring

similarity on the basis of low-level visual fea-

tures and textual features (user tags). The

good performance reported in this research

should encourage work on more reranking

approaches that can seamlessly fuse multi-

modal features. In addition, methods that can

automatically determine the most suitable fea-

ture for specific queries would be very useful.

State-of-the-art dimension reduction and dis-

tance-metric-learning techniques15 could also

be introduced to exploit effective visual fea-

tures for visual-content representation.

Reranking strategy
At the early stage of improving text-based

search results by incorporating visual informa-

tion, simple linear combination was used to

combine the search results derived from textual

and visual cues.10,12 Later, more effective tools
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were developed to fuse the textual and visual

cues more elaborately with sophisticated

tools, such as support vector machine,12 List-

Net,9 information bottleneck principle, ran-

dom walk,1 PageRank,2 and so on. These

reranking methods can be divided into three

categories: clustering, classification, and graph,

as illustrated in Figure 3.

Clustering

Clustering methods are based on the obser-

vation that query-relevant images often share

high visual similarity. By using various cluster-

ing algorithms, this kind of method reorganizes

the initial text search result by grouping visu-

ally similar samples together. In Hsu et al.,1

each sample is given a soft pseudo label accord-

ing to the initial text search result. Then the in-

formation bottleneck principle is adopted to

find optimal clustering. Information bottleneck

is motivated from Shannon’s rate-distortion

theory and it seeks a clustering result that min-

imizes the loss of mutual information between

features and label. Hsu et al. manually set the

number of clusters to ensure each cluster con-

tains about 25 items.1 Reranking results are

achieved by ordering the clusters according to

the cluster-conditional probability first and

then ordering the samples within a cluster on

the basis of their local feature density approxi-

mated via kernel density estimation. This

method improved the search performance

from 0.169 to 0.204, 0.087 to 0.102, and

0.087 to 0.107 in Trecvid 2003�2005, respec-

tively. It achieves good performance on the

named-person queries.1 But it is limited to

those queries that have significant duplicate

characteristic.

Jing et al.16 reorganized the Web image

search results into clusters. They first identify

query-related semantic clusters by using Web

page search, and then use the derived query-

related cluster names as queries for an image

search engine. A user study showed that these

results were preferred to those generated by

Google. This method leverages the power of

text search, but it also means that Web image

search results for subclusters still rely on text-

based search. Finally, Leuken et al. grouped

the image search results according to the

dynamic visual similarity derived from three

heuristic-clustering algorithms: folding, max-

min, and reciprocal election.6

Clustering methods are suitable for queries

that have obvious near-duplicate images in the

initial text-based results. For these queries that

return visually diverse images without salient

patterns, this kind of method cannot achieve

good performance. Besides, automatically deter-

mining the number of clusters is still an open

problem.

Classification

In the classification method, reranking is

simplified as a binary classification problem.

There are normally three steps: select the pseudo-

positive and pseudo-negative samples from the

initial text-based search results; train a classifier

using the selected samples; and reorder the

samples according to the relevance scores pre-

dicted by the trained classifier.

For the first step, pseudo relevance feedback

(PRF) is typically used to select training sam-

ples. PRF is a concept introduced from text re-

trieval. It assumes that a fraction of the top-

ranked documents in the initial search results

are pseudo-positive. Alternatively, Yan et al.

used the query images or example video clips

as the pseudo-positive samples.12 The pseudo-

negative samples are selected from either the

least-relevant samples in the initial ranking

list or the database, with the assumption that

few samples in the database are relevant to

the query.

In the second step, various classifiers, such

as support vector machine12 and ListNet,9 can

be used. Although these classifiers are effective,

sufficient training data is required to achieve

satisfactory performance because a lot of

parameters must be estimated. However, in

visual reranking, the training data usually

obtained via PRF is noisy due to the imperfect

text-based search result and insufficient,

restricting the performance of this kind of

method for real-world applications.
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Graph

In the graph methods,1-4,14 a graph is con-

structed to mine the relations between the

images. The graph is constructed with the sam-

ples as the nodes and the edges between them

being weighted by visual similarity. Then,

reranking is performed on the graph by propa-

gating the ranking scores through the edges. In

graph methods, the relationships of all samples

are represented by the graph. Therefore, the

graph construction plays the key role in this

kind of method.

Hsu et al. formulated the reranking as a ran-

dom walk over the graph.1 To leverage the text

search result, a dongle node is attached to each

sample with the value fixed to be the initial

text-ranking score. The stationary probability of

the propagation process is adopted as there

ranked score. Hsu et al. used this method to im-

prove the Trecvid 2005 text search result and

reported overall story-level improvement from

0.204 to 0.271. Jing and Baluja applied the well-

known PageRank algorithm to rerank Google

image search by treating images as documents

and their visual similarities as probabilistic hyper-

links.2 This method achieves good performance

on product and landmark queries.

Yao et al. proposed co-reranking by conduct-

ing a random walk on two graphs for visual and

textual information.3 In addition, Cao et al.7

extended VisualRank2 to rank and cluster the

images. The experiments conducted on the

Cross Language Evaluation Forum 2008 dataset

show that it outperforms VisualRank both in

precision and topic recall. Tian et al. proposed

a general framework for graph reranking that

formulated reranking to maximize the visual

consistency over the graph and minimize the

ranking distance between the reranked and ini-

tial text-based search result.4 The random walk

methods proposed in other research1,2 can be

unified into this framework, and can achieve

the best performance of graph-based reranking

methods on Trecvid 2006�2007.

User search intention
Due to the ambiguity of query words, the

images returned by text-based search might be-

long to several topics. For example, with the

query ‘‘apple,’’ the returned images include

the fruit and products of the company. With-

out user interaction, there is no way to decide

which topic is preferred by the user. The diver-

sified reranking methods solve this problem by

providing diverse results to help users access

their targets quickly. Diversified reranking is a

good solution for solving this problem if user

interaction is unavailable. When user interac-

tion is available, reranking system can resort

to user feedback to learn search intentions.

With the user’s search intention known,

reranking can generate personalized reranking

results in which only interesting images remain

and uninteresting images are removed.

Recently, several projects have been under-

taken in this area. Cui et al. proposed a method

named IntentSearch, which interacted with the

users by allowing them to specify one example

image from the initial text-based search result.17

Then the remaining images are ranked accord-

ing to their relevance. Due to the semantic

gap, one image is usually insufficient to express

complex search intentions. Tian et al. proposed

a general active reranking framework that itera-

tively obtains feedback to learn user’s search in-

tention.11 IntentSearch can be regarded as a

simplified active reranking method with only

one relevant image labeled by the user. Hsiao

and Chen proposed an intention-focused active

reranking method to deal with retrieval.13 In

this method, they added an intention region

to confirm feedback and avoid background

noise. A general framework of reranking with

relevance feedback is shown in Figure 4.
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In addition to using explicit feedback, im-

plicit feedback can be used for visual reranking.

Although implicit feedback is noisy, it usually

can be obtained conveniently and does provide

useful information. Clickthrough, a typical im-

plicit feedback collected from log files, has

proven to be useful in improving the perfor-

mance of search engines for Web documents

searching. Recently, Jain and Varma introduced

clickthrough data into image search reranking

to build query-dependent image reranking

models.18 It performed well and improved

Bing image search (from an NDCG of 0.685

to 0.769). The success of clickthrough for vi-

sual reranking encourages us to collect and

evaluate variant implicit user feedback in visual

reranking.

Conclusions
Although a lot of work has been conducted

on visual reranking, there are still many prob-

lems. From the objective perspective, most of

the diversified reranking methods are con-

ducted in two steps: reranking the samples

without considering diversity and then heuris-

tically generating a visual list as a post-process-

ing step. We believe there should be more

research on developing reranking algorithms

that can directly generate diverse results by

optimizing both relevance and diversity jointly.

In addition, researchers working in this area

need a good evaluation measure that takes the

hierarchical structures of the samples into

consideration.

Visual features can play a more critical role

in visual reranking. On one hand, novel meth-

ods can be developed to effectively combine

variant visual features that complement each

other. On the other hand, with comprehensive

visual features, state-of-the-art dimension re-

duction and metric-learning techniques could

be used to exploit visual features more effec-

tively and further boost reranking performance.

Especially when the user feedback is available,

distance metric learning and dimension reduc-

tion could become even more effective at

encoding user feedback information in the fea-

ture space.

Finally, because implicit feedback is useful

and has the advantage that it can be col-

lected at low cost and in large quantities,

new reranking algorithms should exploit im-

plicit feedback information to deal with the

noise. MM
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